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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, v  and j3 denote real numbers with v  > 0, and we write 
91, = v + pzw2, (1-l) 
(1.2) 
In a previous paper [22, $41, we obtained sharp upper and lower bounds for 
S,(j$ under very mild assumptions on the sizes of v  and /3. Our objective here is 
to obtain more precise bounds which actually yield asymptotic formulas for 
S&I) holding uniformly over wide p-intervals. Number-theoretic applications 
of these results will be presented in a later paper [23]. 
In order to state the main results, we introduce some further notation which 
will be used throughout. I f  t is a real number, define 
Q(t) = t - (1 + t) log(l + t) for t\-1, 
_o(-1) = -1 = $y+ Q(f). 
(1.3) 
We note the formula 
Define also 
WP) = exp{vQ@v-1’2)> for v  > 0, p > --e,r,“, (1.5) 
G(B) = (2~)-1’~ !:a exp(-t2/2) dt, (1.6) 
F&3 = exdB2/2) W-l B I) WB) for v  > 0, p 23 -v112. (1.7) 
Our first main result is 
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(I .8) THEOREM. Let rl, E be real with 7’ 1% 10, 2.‘3 :. E 
-d ‘* < p < 0, then 
S&3) - F&3)/ c 0.8(1 - E)~-~‘~R,(/~) z-l “. 
I f  0 < /3 ,( zV’, thm 
(I .Y) 
1 1 - s&q - F&3)1 < 0.7ip,,@) 21-l ?. (1.10) 
Concerning this theorem, we shall indicate briefly in $5 wh!-F,,(p) (for /3 +r 0) 
and 1 -J&3) (for /3 > 0) are essentially the best possible contmuous approxima- 
tions to A’,@) when z’ is large and ,B = o(&!*). While it is not clear what the best 
possible constants in (1.9) and (1.10) should b e, we remark that when /3 -= 0, the 
factors 0.8(1 - ~)-l/* and 0.7 cannot be replaced by constants less than 
(2/3)(2n)-1/z * 0.266. (This latter assertion follows from (1.15) or (1.17) below. 
and a similar but slightly weaker assertion holds when / /3 1 is relatively large. See 
formulas (6.21), (6.22), and the remarks following them.) Mao, the facto1 
(1 - 6)-l/2 in (1.9) is necessary when E is near 1 - 79-l ‘*. 
If ( ,6 ! is relatively large (e.g., if /3 / > ZF for some fixed E ::; 0). it 1s possible 
to get more precise (but discontinuous) approximations to S,(p). Rather com- 
plicated ones are obtained in Theorem 6.5, and the following relatively simple 
ones are deduced from them (here [x] means the largest integer -..i x): 
(1.11) THEOREM. Suppose that rl > 4. Jf -d/p + c-l/* << /3 -:l - 1, then 
s”(p) =I (h-1 * / p 1-l R, (P)(Q ry”-[“f+’ * { 1 + 0(/X” - z,;‘)). (1.12) 
i-f /3 > 1, then 
1 - s,(p) = (27q”” ~-‘R,,(~)(z~“‘7~)““-~[“~‘~’ ‘2 (1 - O(flF -- zt-‘)I. (1.13) 
Here and throughout, the notation 0 without subscripts implies an absolute 
constant, while 06.G..,. indicates an implied constant depending at most on 
6, E,... . We note that Theorem 1.11 estimates S,,(j3) more precisely than Theo- 
rem 1.8 when 1 /3 / e~-l’~ --+ +a. 
It is natural to expect that estimates for S&/3) can be obtained by the use of 
general results in probability theory, since V(X) = S,(c-“‘(A - 7~)) IS the 
(right-continuous) distribution function of a random variable having a Poisson 
distribution with parameter V. In fact, a weaker form of Theorem 1.8 can be 
obtained from the Cram&-Petrol- theorem on large deviations of sums of inde- 
pendent random variables ([S], [26]). M ‘e state this weaker version here for thr 
purpose of contrast with Theorem 1.8. 
(1.14) THEOREM. Let 0 be an?’ positive real-valued fumtion on the positire 
real numbers such that 0(v) + 0 as 7, --, -+ a. Then there exists a number zT(,(S) 
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(depending only- on 0) such that ij e > q,(6) and -f?(e) zJ/~ 5: /3 < 0, then 
s&q = F,(P){1 + O((l B I + 1) VW). 
-41~0, ifv > z*&O) and 0 < /3 < I W, then 
1 - S&3) = F,(/?){l + O(@ + 1) v-i/f)]. 
Since this important application of the Cramer-Petrov theorem seems not to 
be well-known, we shall show in 94 how to derive it from that theorem. The 
derivation requires more effort than might be expected. Since the Cramer- 
Petrov theorem is itself somewhat esoteric, we give a brief expository account of 
it in 93. 
The proof of Theorem 1.8 is given in $5. This theorem has slightly weaker 
hy*potheses than Theorem 1.14, and it implies the conclusions of the latter 
(cf. (2.7) below). Furthermore, the explicit constant factors of Theorem 1.8 are 
small enough to be practical for numerical calculations when v  is moderately 
large. (A result similar to Theorem 1.8 with much larger constants can be 
obtained by using a probabilistic lemma of StatuleviEius [31]; see the remarks at 
the end of 94. For an extensive numerical table of S,(p) to eight decimal places, 
with various values of v  ranging from 10~’ to 205, see [9].) Perhaps the greatest 
advantage of our proof of Theorem 1.8, however, is its elementary nature, which 
avoids entirely the difficult function-theoretic and probabilistic techniques 
needed to prove the Cramer-Petrov theorem. Such an elementary proof seems 
worthwhile in view of the fundamental importance and many applications of the 
Poisson distribution, and it also yields a methodological advantage in dealing 
with a classical problem of number theory. If  we let w(n) denote the number of 
distinct prime factors of the positive integer n, it is possible to say a great deal 
about the frequency of “large deviations” of m(n) from its normal order log log n. 
This was done by Kubilius [19, Theorem 9.21 ( see his paper [20] for a generaliza- 
tion). Kubilius used difficult methods from probability theory and analytic 
function theory. Our elementary proof of Theorem 1.8, together with the use 
of other appropriate results, makes it possible to prove Kubilius’s theorem on 
I without any appeal to probability theory. We can even derive significant 
generalizations of his result which apparently cannot be obtained by his methods. 
On the other hand, the use of Theorem 1.14 (and its probabilistic proof) in place 
of Theorem 1.8 establishes an interesting connection (not mentioned by 
Kubilius) between number theory and the Cramer-Petrov theorem. We refer 
to [23] for the details; some closely related results are proved in [22]. 
Theorem 1.11 (which is proved in $6) seems not to correspond to any known 
result in probability theory. Its proof is based on a theorem of Buckholtz [1] 
which gives certain asymptotic expansions for partial sums of the Taylor series 
for ez (where z is complex). While it would be possible to calculate specific values 
of the implied constants in (1.12) and (1.13), we have not attempted to do so, and 
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the constants obtained by using Buckholtz’s method would apparently be rather 
large. However, we do give some elementary specific inequalities stmilar to (1.12) 
and (1.13); see Lemmas 5.46 and 5.47. 
There is an extensive literature associated with the problems considered here. 
Ramanujan [28, pp. 323-3241 posed and partially solved the problem of obtaining 
precise estimates (including asymptotic expansions) for S,,(O) when rt is a 
positive integer. The results stated by him were later proved by numerous 
authors. For comments on this problem and an extensive list of references, we 
refer to Gould [ll]. Combining one of Ramanujan’s results with Stirling’s 
formula for n!, we can obtain, for example, 
S,(O) = l/2 + (2n)-““((2/3) rN2 - (23/270) rr3i2 + O(n+ ‘)} (I. 15) 
for 12 = 1,2,... . In this connection, we note that Teicher [32] gave simple 
proofs that S,(O) > l/2 for n = 1, 2,... and S,,(O) > e-l for real o > 0. Also, 
Wong [37] gave some elaborations on Ramanujan’s problem, and results like 
(1.15) are special cases of theorems of Esseen, Delange, Kalinin, and Osipov 
(see further comments below). 
Using Liapounov’s specific estimate of the error term in the central limit 
theorem of probability theory, Kac [13] showed that for all real z’, /3 with v  3 2, 
I S,(8) - G(P)1 < 34W”” log [VI, (1.16) 
where G(B) is the normal distribution function defined by (1.6) and [v] is the 
greatest integer Go. We remark that (1.16) can be refined by elaborating Kac’s 
method a little, applying the Berry-Esseen improvement of Liapounov’s theorem 
(see, e.g., [8, p. 431, [6, p. 78, Th eorem 241, or [12, p. 112, Theorem 3.5.1]), and 
using the estimate stated without proof by Zolotarev [38], [39] for the constant 
in the Berry-Esseen theorem. In this way, the right-hand side of (1.16) can be 
replaced by 1.6[v]-‘1’ (for v  3 2, any /3). This estimate is best possible (except 
for the constant factor) when p is near 0 (cf. (1 .17) below), but it is not nearly as 
precise as Theorem 1.8 when 1 /3 1 is large. 
When n is a positive integer, there are general theorems of probability theor! 
which yield asymptotic expansions for S&3) in ascending positive powers of 
n--1/2. The first such theorems are apparently due to Esseen [8, pp. 6(r79] 
(especially p. 61, Theorem 4); for some recent refinements of his work, see 
Osipov [24], [25]. (Two of the theorems of Esseen and Osipov are stated without 
proof in [12, Theorem 3.3.4 and p. 4091.) Th ese results are very complicated 
(but see [IO, pp. 194-1961 f  or an illuminating discussion of the functions 
P,.(-Sp) occurring in Esseen’s theorems). For further background and some 
interesting new results on the rate of approximation in the central limit theorem, 
see Butzer, Hahn, and Westphal [2]. 
By means of elaborate calculations which avoid the use of probabilistic methods 
(but which deal only with the special problem of estimating S,(B)), Delange 
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[7, eq. (8)] obtained an asymptotic expansion for S,@) which is valid for any 
real w, /3 with w > 1. (He states the result only for large o and 1 fl\ < V, where LX 
is any fixed positive number with (Y < l/12, but the extension to all /I can be 
accomplished by calculations like those in 93.4 and 94.4 of his paper.) We observe 
that two important corrections should be made in Delange’s formulas. In his 
formula defining R,(t) on p. 202, the factor (-l)r+hpl should be replaced by 
(-l)r+h, and in his formula for u,(t) at the top of p. 203, the factor (- l)h 
should be (-1)“~‘. After a lengthy calculation with the first three terms of his 
formula (8), the following result can be obtained: 
8,(P) = G(B) + (274-“2 exp(-fi2/2) 21-r’* 19 - (va - [vs] - l/2)/ 
+ (27+1’2 exp( --fi2/2) u-l 1 4” ‘7’1” - 38 + (3” ; B3) 
x (wa - [ws] - l/2) - $ (V, - [Q] - l/2)2/ + O(z+) (1.17) 
for all real w, fl with w >, 1. When w = n is a positive integer, (1.17) can be 
obtained from Theorem 4 of Esseen [8, p. 611 by choosing the random variables 
Xl ? x2 3.0. in the same way as in $4 below. The results of Delange and Esseen 
contain Ramanujan’s formula (1.15) as a special case. Cheng [4] obtained the 
first two terms on the right-hand side of (1.17) and gave a numerical bound for 
the error. 
Kalinin [14], [15], [16] used complicated non-probabilistic methods (different 
from Delange’s) to obtain a variety of general results on limit properties of 
probability distributions. In [15], [16], he obtained (among other things) essen- 
tially the same asymptotic expansion as Delange’s for S&3). 
The explicit calculation of the coefficients in the Esseen-Delange-Kalinin 
expansion for S,(p) is very complicated, but perhaps the greatest drawback of 
results of this type is that they give precise approximations only in a very 
restricted range of values of /3. For example, it is easily seen that if 
/3 >, {3( 1 + 6) log w}l/* for some fixed 6 > 0, then (1.17) says nothing more than 
1 - S,(p) = O(wu-3/2), although the form of the main terms in (1.17) suggests 
that 1 - S&3) is much smaller for somewhat larger values of /l. (A similar 
remark applies to (1.16), of course.) Cramer [5] was apparently the first to derive 
a general probabilistic theorem which does not have this disadvantage. For a 
discussion and further references, see §§3,4. It is easy to see that results such as 
Theorems 1.8 and 1.14 are simpler and much more precise than (1.17) (or more 
extensive asymptotic expansions of the same type) when I/? 1 is moderately large, 
but they are not as accurate for relatively small values of ! /3 1. 
Part of this work was done while I held a visiting research position in the 
Mathematics Department of the University of Geneva. I am grateful to Professor 
John Steinig, who arranged my visit and helped to make it a pleasant one. The 
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work was continued at the RIathematics Department of the Universrty of York 
(England), where my visit was financed by a grant from the Science Research 
Council of Great Britain. I extend my sincere appreciation to Dr. RIaurrce 
Dodson for arranging this grant. Finally, I wish to thank Professors P.D.T.A. 
Elliott and Daniel Stroock for helpful advice on the subject matter of this paper. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LTnless stated otherwise, the letters t, z’, w, s, 01, /3, 8, E always represent real 
numbers, while K, 1, m, n denote integers. [x] means the largest integer <.v. 
Empty sums mean 0, empty products 1. The notation x1 ... xm/yl ... yn is 
sometimes used instead of (x1 ‘.’ .~,,J(pr ... ~l,$l. 
The notations O,,,.,., , 0 were explained just after Theorem 1.11. IYe shall 
also occasionally use (<, >, which always imply absolute constants in this paper. 
Thus .-J < B is equivalent to -4 = O(B). 
We need a simple lemma about the function Q(t) defined by (1.3). 
strictb increasing on [- I, 0] and stric@v decreasing on f 
+ 0). Also, 
-t*/‘2 < Q(t) :< (1 - 2 log 2) t” .c< (-0.386) t” for 0 < t s; 1. (2.2) 
Note that (2.2) follows from the fact that if f(t) := t-W(t) for t > 0 and 
f(0) = - l/2 = lim,,, f(t), thenf’(t) > 0 for t > 0. 
The next lemma clarifies somewhat the relationship between S&3) and Q(t). 
(2.3) LEMIMA. For any positive real numbers v  and z, define 
h,.(z) = c-c(ez~/z)” ~-l/e = z-l/* exp{rQ(zzt-l -- I)]. (2.4) 
Then for an-v positive integer m, we have 
(2~)-~!* h,(m)(l - 1/12m) < e-“vm/m! < (2r)-li2 h,(m). (2.5) 
This follows immediately from a simple version of Stirling’s formula, namel) 
mme-nL(2,m)1/* < m! ( mm@2m)‘i” e1112m 
for m = 1, 2, 3 ,... (see [17, p. 5291). 
(2.6) LEMMA. For real /? # 0 and n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., we have 
exd--8*/2) ~2n@l < (3-l B I> < exp(-P/2) T2n+1U3)1 
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where 
T&l) = (274-l’” f (- l)m-1 1 * 3 * 5 *.* (2m - 3) 1 p \-)nt+i. 
l71=1 
Proof. For any real 6, A with A > 0, let 
I,(d) = JA+m tsexp(-t”/2) dt. 
Integrating by parts, we get 
I&l) = j:” (-t”-‘)( - t exp(- t2/2}) dt 
A 
= A’-’ exp(--d2/2) + (6 - 1) l,,(d). 
Using this formula and induction, we obtain 
(2~r-l/* I,(d) = exp(--d*/2) T,(d) + (--l)% 1 * 3 * 5 **a (2n - 1)(2~)-1~z ld2@) 
for n = 1, 2, 3 = ,... . Since G(-1 ,!I 1) (2n)-lp &,(I /I I) for /3 + 0, the result 
follows immediately. 
Note that Lemma 2.6 implies 
1 < exp(B2/2) G(-I P IN B I + 11% 1 (2.7) 
for all real p. 
3. THE CRAMER-PETROV THEOREM 
This section is primarily expository and is intended to provide background 
for a probabilistic proof of Theorem 1.14 (see $4). The chief prerequisite for 
reading $3 is knowledge of some basic definitions and principles of probability 
theory. The reader who wishes to see only an elementary proof of Theorem 1.8 
may skip this section and the next. 
Let (Q, 02, P) be a probability space, and let X be a (real-valued) random 
variable on 52 with distribution function F(x) = P[X < ZC] = P(w: X(u) < x}. 
Let g be any complex-valued Bore1 function (i.e., g = g, + ig2 , where g, and g, 
are finite real-valued Bore1 functions), and define g 0 X by (g 0 X)(w) = g(X(,)). 
Writing E for mathematical expectation, we have a well-known formula for 
E(g 0 X) in terms of a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (see [21, pp. 166-167; cf. 
pp. 95-99, 127-1291): 
E(g 0 X) = jCm g(x) dF(x). 
-23 (3.1) 
409/63/r-18 
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This holds in the sense that if either side is finite, so is the other, and then they 
are equal. 
We wish to consider the tnommt-generating function M(z) of X defined by 
(3.2) 
where x is a complex variable. We shall assume throughout this section that 
Cramtr’s condition holds: 
E(@lxl) = J+m e*@l cm(x) < +cc 
-cm (3.3) 
for some real constant la > 0. Under this assumption, it is clear that the integral 
in (3.2) is finite whenever [ a ( < a, and by (3.1), 
M(z) = E(ezx) for ) z 1 <a. (3.4) 
It is also clear that (3.3) implies 
.c +m 1 xlk f@(x) < +a3 for K = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (3.5) -0z 
Using (3.3), (3.5), and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, we can 
integrate the series ezs = C,” 5 o (zx)~/K! term-by-term to get 
(3.6) LEMMA. In the disc (z: / z 1 < a}, the function M(z) is holomorphic, and 
its power &es representation is 
M(z) = 1 + f  Lu$“/K!, 
k==l 
where 
ak = E(Xk) = s+m Xk dF(X). 
-m 
(3.8) 
In order to state the Cramer-Petrov theorem, we need an explicit definition of 
what is known as the Cramer series. Unfortunately, many authors in probability 
theory either assume this definition to be well-known or give a somewhat obscure 
definition in the form of an infinite series involving cumulants. For the particular 
. . 
apphcation we have in mind, it is important to express the Cramer series in 
closed form. Thus we shall now discuss in detail its rather complicated definition 
(the discussion is largely abstracted from Chapter 7 of Ibragimov and Linnik 
Pm. 
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Suppose that the random variable X satisfies (3.3) (for some real Q > 0) and 
the following two conditions: 
a1 = E(X) = 0, (3.9) 
cc2 = E(F) = u’2, where u > 0. (3.10) 
Write Log z for the principal value of log x, and let 8, be any positive real 
number such that 
K(z) = Log M(z) (3.11) 
is holomorphic for j z / < 8,. We then have a Taylor expansion of the form 
k=2 
for 1 z ( < 6,) (3.12) 
where ya , y3 ,... are called the cumulunts (or semi-inwariants) of X. Note that 
yz = 2 > 0. (3.13) 
Now define 
W(z) = a-‘K’(z) for / z 1 < 6, . (3.14) 
Since w’(0) = c $: 0, it follows from a well-known theorem that there exists a 
number 6, such that 0 < 6, < 6, and W is one-to-one on the disc D = 
{a: 1 z 1 < S,}. Let 6, be any number having these properties. The inverse 
function Z(T) = W-~(T) is then defined and holomorphic on the image W[D], 
which is an open set containing the point 0 = W(0). Let 6, be any positive 
number such that {T: / 7 ( < 6,) is contained in W[D], so 
for 1 T 1 < 6, . (3.15) 
If 1 z / < 6, , then Z( W(z)) = z, and the derivatives Z’“)(O) can be calculated by 
repeated differentiation of this identity. Thus we find that 
z(T) = &T - (y3/2U4) T2 + . . for j T / < 6,. (3.16) 
Furthermore, we have (cf. (3.15), (3.13)) 
K@-(T)) = 772 + f b,+ 
k=3 
for / T I < 6,, (3.17) 
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where the values of 6, ,6, ,... are of no concern for our application. \i’e now 
define the holomorphic function 
h(T) == F3{K(Z(T)) - UTZ(T) $- T2,‘2) = f  CI<T6, j T / .-: d,. (3.18) 
h=U 
X(T) is called the Cram& series associated with the random variable S (where S IS 
assumed to satisfy (3.3), (3.9), and (3.10)). The coefficients C~ of the Cramer 
series are determined in a complicated way by the cumulants Y,. of A’ (cf. Cramer 
[5, p. 121 or Ibragimov and Linnik [12, p. 165]), and it may be difficult to deter- 
mine the exact radius of convergence of the series. 
We can now state the Cramer-Petrov theorem on “large deviations” as 
follows: 
(3.19) THEOREM. Let -Yl , X2 , . . . be a sequence of (real-valued) independent 
random oariables on a probability space (Q, 0l, P). Suppose that all of Xl , S, ,... 
have the same distribution function F(x) = P[X, < x], and suppose that E(XJ q = 0, 
E(S,“) = u4 for some u > 0, and E(eaixll) < +a for some real constant a > 0. 
Let A(r) be the Crame’r series associated with -\r, . Let 0 be any positizge real-valued 
function defined on the positive integers and having the property that e(n) 4 0 as 
n -+ -C OCI. Define G@) by (1.6). Then there exists an integer n,,(F, 0) (depending 
only on F and 0) such that if n > n&F, 0) and 0 < .t’ :< e(n) nlp, we hate 
P[,Yl + ... + .I-,, > an1!2x] 
-_ G(--x) exp(x3n-““h(“~n-ll”)}:I + O,((X f  1) n-‘i2)}, (3.20) 
P[,k; + .. + X,l < --anl/*x] 
== G(-x) exp{--.A-W(-. Yn-t’“)}(l -1 O,((X + 1) n-l!“)). (3.21) 
It should be noted that (3.21) follows from (3.20) by replacing each X, by -S, 
and observing that the Cramer series associated with -X1 is -A(-7). Also, a 
simple continuity argument (replace x by s -- E and let E --f 0+) shows that 
(3.20) still holds if the left-hand side is replaced by P[,Yl + .. T -Y,, > un1!2.v], 
and a similar comment applies to (3.21). I f  x’ is absolutely bounded, then (3.20) 
follows from the Berry-Esseen estimate ([12, Theorem 3.511 or [6, p. 78, 
Theorem 24]), and the latter result is also used in proving Theorem 3.19 for 
large .Y. 
The first result like Theorem 3.19 was proved by H. Cramer [5], who obtained 
a slightly weaker version in which the hypothesis that 0 < .r < B(n) n1p2 was 
replaced by 0 < s < 61(n) &‘“(log n)-‘. while the error terms were replaced b! 
O&x + 1) n-r.‘* log n). The refinement given here is due to 1’. 1’. Petrov [26], 
who also obtained a more general result in which the independent random 
variables X, , -Y? ,... are not assumed to have the same distribution function (in 
this case, the Cramer series h(r) must be replaced by a more general series 
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A,(T)). For a proof of Theorem 3.19, see [12, Chapters 6-81 (but note the misprint 
in eq. (8.1.2) on p. 171: exp{.~s~-1’zh(~-1’2)} should be replaced by 
exp(--x3n-1!“h(-.sn-1/2)}). The same book gives an extensive discussion of 
related problems and recent results (see especially pp. 39&392, 403, 415-418), 
as well as a large number of references. For a more general treatment (with 
random variables not assumed to be identically distributed), as well as many 
references, see Petrov [27, Chapter 8 and p. 3231. Interesting new results on 
large deviations have been obtained recently by W. Wolf [33, 34, 35, 361, who 
used hypotheses weaker than Cramer’s condition (3.3) and did not assume iden- 
tical distribution of the random variables in question. His results involve a type 
of truncated Cramer series. There is also an interesting survey paper by 
Sethuraman [30]. 
According to Ibragimov and Linnik [12, pp. 39&391], it is not known what 
the best possible constants should be in the error terms of (3.20) and (3.21). 
StatuleviEius [3 l] has obtained some complicated formulas yielding admissible 
values for the constants. In Theorem 3.19, the hypothesis that x < e(n) 0 can 
be weakened to some extent so as to allow values of x as large as cn1/2, where c is a 
positive constant. However, the conclusion is also somewhat weaker (see [31], 
[27, p. 230, Theorem lo]). 
4. PROBABILISTIC PROOF OF THEOREM 1.14 
In this section, we apply the results of 93 to the Poisson distribution. First we 
calculate the corresponding Cramer series in closed form. We continue to use 
much of the notation of $3; in particular, Log z is the principal value of log z. 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let I’ be a Poisson random variable with parameter w(> 0), 
so the distribution function of 1’ is 
P[Y <x] = 1 
o<m<x 
5 (x real). 
Let X = Y - w. Then X satis$es (3.3) (for any a > 0), (3.9), and (3.10) (with 
o = w-), and the Cram& series h(r) associated with X can be expressed as 
follows: 
X(T) = T-yw{Tw-l/* - (1 + Tw-112) Log(l + 7w-l/2)} + 7212) (4.2) 
for I 7 I < Uw)* 
Proof. Let g be any complex-valued Bore1 function. Then the complex 
random variable g 0 X has finite expectation given by the formula 
E(goX)= t F & - 4 
TTl=O 
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if and only if this series converges absolutely. It follows easily that (3.3) holds 
for any a > 0, and for each finite complex a, (3.4) yields 
M(z) = exp{w(ez - 1 - 2)). (4.3) 
If j z / is sufficiently small, say j z 1 < S,(w), we get 
K(z) = Log M(z) = zu(eZ - 1 -~ z). 
Hence by (3.14), 
W(z) = wyex -- I), I z I < w4. 
In a sufficiently small neighborhood of T = 0, W has a holomorphic inverse 
function Z(T), and 
T = W(Z(7)) = w1/a(ez(7) - 1). 
Since Z(T) + Z(0) = 0 as 7 --f 0, it follows that 
Z(T) = Log(1 + 7w-112) for I 7 I < &(w), 
say. (4.2) can now be obtained from (3.18). Q.E.D. 
Now let F(x) be the distribution function of a Poisson random variable with 
parameter 1, i.e., 
F(x) = e-l C (m!)-l 
o<m<z 
(x real). 
For any positive integer n and any real numbers x1 , x2 ,..., x, , define 
Then H,, is an n-dimensional distribution function, and there exist a probability 
space (Gr, 0!, P) and a sequence of random variables Yr , Ys ,... on Sz such that 
for each tl, H,, is the distribution function of the random vector (Y1 ,..., Y,). (We 
have used a form of Kolmogorov’s fundamental existence theorem; see [ 18, p. 291 
or [29, p. 2891.) In particular, Y1 , Y, ,... are independent, and P[ Yk < x] = F(x) 
for each k. 
For each k, define Xk = Yk - 1. Then X1, X, ,... are independent, identi- 
cally distributed random variables with E(X,) = 0, E(Xk2) = 1. By (3.4) and 
(4.3) (with w = I), th e c h aracteristic function of X, is 
q(t) = E(ejt4) = exp{eit - 1 - it) (t real). 
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By [21, p. 227, Corollary], the characteristic function of X1 + ..I + X, is 
q-~(t)” = exp{n(& - 1 - it)}, 
and by (4.3) and (3.4), this is the characteristic function of Y - n, where Y is a 
Poisson random variable with parameter n. Because of the one-to-one correspon- 
dence between distribution functions and characteristic functions [21, 
pp. 186-1881, it follows that (cf. (1.2)) 
P[X, + ‘.. + x, < pw] = P[Y - n < p?w] = S&3) (4.4) 
for each real p and n = 1, 2,... . (For a proof of this formula which does not use 
characteristic functions, see Kac [13].) 
If X(T) is the Cramer series associated with Xi , then by Lemma 4.1 (with 
w = 1) 
pn-““qh-““) = 132/2 + nQ@n-112) 
for 1 /In-1/2 j sufficiently small, where Q is defined by (1.3). Suppose that 8, is 
any positive function on the positive integers such that e,(n) -+ 0 as IZ --f -+ cc. 
Let n > n,(B,) (sufficiently large), and defineF,@) by (1.7). By (4.4) and Theo- 
rem 3.19 (and the remarks following it), we get 
snw = ~&xl + WI B I + 1) n-1’2)l for 4,(n) d/3 6; /3 < 0, (4.5) 
1 - S,(B) = F&q{1 + O((B + 1) n-““)I for 0 < j < e,(n) t1112. (4.6) 
Finally, suppose 0 is any positive function on the positive real numbers such 
that e(w) - 0 as w ---f +oo. Suppose that w > q,(e) (sufficiently large). In order 
to derive Theorem 1.14 from (4.5) and (4.6), we take n = [w] and observe that 
(cf. (1.1)) 
% G % < (n + 1)8 , (4.7) 
% = WI3 + O(l), (n + l)l3 = q3 + O(1). (4.8) 
Suppose m > 0 is fixed, and letf,Jw) = e-“wnb for w > 0. Thenf,(w) increases 
for 0 < w < m and decreases for w > m. Hence if /3 < 0, (4.7) implies that 
Likewise, if /I > 0, we get 
1 - ST%(P) - c y < 1 - S&3) < 1 e- “p - sn+m + c -. 
n.$<?qvvg * I v~<mGJn+l)~ m- 
(4.10) 
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Now if -S(V) r@ < /3 < 0 and np < m < zD, then by Lemma 2.3 and the 
monotonicity of Q (Lemma 2.1), 
e-Wb/m! <h,(m) < m-1/2 exp{vQ(/3w-1/2)) < z~-r:‘R@). 
Using this and similar reasoning, we can combine (4.8) and (4.9) to get 
&+1(p) + 0@,+,(B) 2’-l’*) ,< &@I G &(P) + O(WPl +‘r) for /3 < 0, 
(4.11) 
while (4.8) and (4.10) yield 
1 - S,(p) + O(Mq +‘“I e 1 - S,(P) d 1 - &+,gs) + 0(%(B) +9 
for /3 > 0. (4.12) 
If we apply the mean-value theorem to Q and use the estimate Q(a) < a2 for 
1 (Y / < 1 (cf. (1.4)), we get 
nQ(,%-“2) = vQ(&-l~*) + 0(/3%-l), 
so 
R2w = R@Nl -t w~-‘)h (4.13) 
and the same estimate holds for &+&I). Finally, since 1 /3 1 < O(V) er112 implies 
I/3 / < {nfllu+lqzu)}2n1'* = el(n)fP, 
.* 
say, we can combine (4.5) and (4.6) with (4.11) and (4.12) respectively, using 
(4.13) and (2.7). Theorem 1.14 follows. 
An alternative approach to Theorem 1.14 is to use a probabilistic lemma of 
Statulevicius [3 1, p. 1331, taking 5 = w-l/2( Y - V) (where Y is a Poisson random 
variable with parameter w) and (in his notation) choosing H = l/6, 8 = 0.195, 
so d = ~+/a. (The reader should be warned that Statulevicius apparently uses a 
nonstandard definition of the Cramer series associated with the random variable 
t. If X(T) is his series and h*(7) is the Cramer series as defined by Cramer [5] 
(Cramer’s definition is essentially the same as ours in $3 above), then h(7) = 
Ah*@).) By this method, one can show with some computation that if v > 0 
and (-0.195) wlfi < /3 < -1, then 
1 S&3) -F#)I -=c 12000R,(/3)a-1i2, 
while if 1 < /3 < (0.195) 0112, then 
1 1 - S&3) -F&3)1 < 12OOOR&3) v-r/*. 
This result improves Theorem 1.14 (except for the range 1 /l 1 < 1) but is 
weaker than Theorem 1.8. Although the proof uses probabilistic methods, it 
avoids the explicit use of the Cramer-Petrov theorem and does not require the 
transition from S,(p) to S,(p) at the end. 
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5. ELEMENTARY PROOF OF THEOREM 1.8 
We shall use the well-known fact that 
(2~)-1" J-,e exp(-P/2)& = 1. (5.1) 
(It is interesting to note that (5.1) can be derived as a consequence of the work 
below. This requires taking the left-hand side of (5.1) to be an unknown constant 
G throughout what follows. For simplicity, we shall not do this.) From (5.1) it 
follows immediately that 
G(P) + G(--8) = 1 for all /3. 
(5.2) LEMMA. We have 
x( 1 + x)-l < log(1 + x) < x for x>-1, (5.3) 
log(1 + x) > x - 3-lW( 1 + x)-1/2 for - 1 < x < 0, (5.4) 
log(1 + x) 3 x - x2/2 fov x30, (5.5) 
(1 + x)-r/a < 1 + / x 1 (1 + .x-r/a for - 1 < x < 0, (5.6) 
(1 + x)-1/2 > 1 - x/2 for x>O. (5.7) 
Proof. (5.3) (5.9, and (5.7) are straightforward. To prove (5.4), we define 
f(x) = log(1 + x) - x + 3-1/2x2( 1 + x)-l/2 (-1 <x<O) 
and observe that f (0) = 0 and 
f’(x) = 3-1/2x(1 + ~)-~/2{3x/2 + 2 - (3 + 3.$'12;. 
The quantity in braces is nonnegative, so f ‘(x) < 0 for - 1 < x < 0, and (5.4) 
follows. 
To prove (5.6), simply note that (1 + x)1/2 3 1 + x for -1 < x < 0. 
Q.E.D. 
(5.8) LEMMA. Suppose v  >, 1. Zf -v112 < a < /3 < 0, then 
I 6 I t I W) at < R@) - K(4. t5.9) OL 
If 0 < a < ,6 < v112, then 
s I3 t%(t) d  G(log 21-l @,(a) - Rml. (5.10) a 
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Proof. Observe that 
R,‘(t) = RJt){-d/2 log(l + ter-l/2)} for t > -+/2. (5.11) 
If -VP < 01 < t < ,C? < 0, then by (5.11) and (5.3) R,‘(t) 3 1 t 1 RJt), and 
(5.9) follows immediately. Now suppose that 0 < 01 < ,B < zJ12. Calculating the 
derivative of x-l log(1 + x) and using (5.3), we see that 
x < (log 2)-i log(1 + x) for O<x<l. 
Taking x = tv-l12 and using (5.11), we get 
tR,(t) < -(log 2)-i R,‘(t) for 01 <t </I, 
and (5.10) follows. Q.E.D. 
We shall make the following assumptions throughout the remainder of this 
section (unless stated otherwise). o, 01, /? are real numbers satisfying 
and either 
or 
Write 
834 (5.12) 
-zV+1 ,<fx<j3<0 (5.13) 
0 < a 6 p < vl12. (5.14) 
2’ d = v + cd2, vfi = v + /?v’/“, (5.15) 
h=[%]+l, 1 = [%I, (5.16) 
j&Y, (k?) = j” R&)(1 + D-lq-i~e dt, (5.17) 
il 
(2+/a = c. (5.18) 
(5.19) LEMMA. I f  (5.13) holds, then 
c.J&, B)(l - w%) - c&(P) %Y2 -=c &(k9 - &44 (5.20) 
< c.J&, B) + WP) e2. 
I f  (5.14) holds, then 
cJ&Y, p)(l - l/120) - c&(a) e)-l’2 < s,(p) - S,(a) (5.21) 
< CJv(% jq + CR&) v-1’2. 
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Proof. For z > 0, define h(z) = h,(z) by (2.4) (since e, is kept fixed through- 
out this proof, we omit the subscript r~ for convenience). Applying (2.5) we get 
c(1 - l/12?&) i h(m) .< S.&I) - S&) < c i h(m), 
rn=k m=h 
(5.22) 
where k, I are defined by (5.16). Note that there is strict inequality in (5.22) if 
k < 1. 
First suppose k > I, so S&3) - S,(a) = 0. Since V, < 1 + 1 < k < va + 1, 
we have (/I - a) w1/2 < 1. If (5.13) holds, then by (5.17) and the monotonicity 
of R,(t) (see (1.5) and Lemma 2.1) 
/“(a, /q < j” R&3)(1 + e)-%--1’s dt 
a 
= R,(p) 7l,“‘(/3 - a) d’” < R,(p) v,1’2, 
and (5.20) follows. If (5.14) holds, then (5.21) follows similarly. 
Throughout the remainder of this proof, we assume k < 1. We have 
i 04 = h(k) + Jkz &4 44 
n=k 
= k(k) + s,’ h(z) dz + 5: (z - [z]) h’(z) dz. 
(5.23) 
In order to apply (5.23), we need estimates for h(z) and (z - [z]) h’(z) when 
va < z < v, . By (2.4) and Lemma 2.1, we have 
if ZJ~ < x < wa and (5.13) holds; 
(5.24) 
if 0, < x < zya and (5.14) holds. 
(5.25) 
We assert that there is a number x0 > l/2 such that 
h’(z) > 0 for 1/2<z<z,, h’(z,) = 0, k’(z) < 0 for z > so. 
(5.26) 
For if f(z) = log e, - log z - (22)-l for z > 0, then h’(z) = h(z) f (z) for 
z > 0 and f’(z) < 0 for z > l/2. Also, f (u - 1) > 0 > f (v). This proves 
(5.26) and the additional fact that 
w-l<zz,<v. (5.27) 
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We now assert that 
JJa, /3) - R,(p) ,.;‘,* :> t h(m) 
?,,=l: 
-.; J&t, j3) + R”(p) 7p2 if (5.13) holds, (5.28) 
J&Y, j?) - R,(a) w-1 * < jk h(m) 
< /,(a, 8) -1 R,(a) w-l’* if (5.14) holds. (5.29) 
To prove these inequalities, we begin by noting that (2.4) and the substitution 
z == w + td/* yield 
r 
Vi3 h(x) dz = J&x, /?). (5.30) 
- I’& 
To verify (5.28), we assume (5.13) and consider three cases (cf. (5.26)): k 2:: 
z, < I, or I < a,, or z, < k. First suppose that k < z, < 1. We use (5.26) to get 
h(l) - h(z,,) = j7 h’(z) dz < J‘: (z - [z]) h’(z) dz 
in 
< .,” h’(z) dz = h(z,) - h(k), 1 
and it follows from (5.23), (5.16) and (5.30) that 
i h(m) 3 h(h) + j,l h(z) dx + h(l) - 44 
m=k 
= Jc(a, ,8) + h(k) - j-,” h(z) dz + h(l) - igB h(z) dz - h(z,) 
D 
2 Jvh B> - 44 
since h(z) increases for V~ < z ,( k and decreases for I < z < 4, by (5.26). 
Since k < z0 < 1 implies v, < za < we , we can apply (5.24) to get (5.28). (5.28) 
can be verified in a similar way when I < z,, or z,, < k, and (5.29) also has a 
similar proof (note that (5.14) and (5.27) imply z, < V, , so h’(z) < 0 for 
x 2 we, by (5.26)). 
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If (5.13) holds, we can combine (5.22) (with strict inequality) and (5.28) to get 
(5.20). If (5.14) h o Id s, a combination of (5.22) and (5.29) yields (5.21). Q.E.D. 
(5.31) LEhIMA. I f  (5.13) holds, then 
1” R,(t) dt S; J&, /I) < 1” R,(t) dt + (R,(p) - &(a)} ~,l’~. (5.32) 
- il R 
If (5.14) holds, then 
1’ R,.(t) dt - (log 4)-l {R,(a) - I?@)‘} v-l,2 f  J&G B) < s” R,(t) dt. (5.33) 
‘2 a 
Proof. First suppose (5.13) holds. If 01 < r d /3, then by (5.6), 
1 < (1 - ,l-l/22)-1’2 < 1 + 1 t / (v + vl’2t)-1’2 < 1 + 1 t 1 zp2. 
Hence (5.32) follows from (5.17) and (5.9). 
NOW suppose (5.14) holds. If OL < t < /3, then by (5.7) 
1 > (1 + .-1&)-l/2 >, 1 - v-w/2, 
and (5.33) follows from (5.17) and (5.10). Q.E.D. 
(5.34) LEMMA. Define 
F,(t) = exp(t”/2) G(-1 t I) R,(t) for v  > 0, t >, -v112. (5.35) 
I f  (5.13) holds, then (cf. (5.18)) 
F,(B) -~,(a) - 3-'%{I?&?) - R,(a)} v;lJ2 < c j” R,(t) dt 
.< F,,(i) - F,,(cr). (5.36) 
I f  (5.14) holds, then 
F,(a) - F,>(B) < c j” K(t) dt 
o! 
< F,(a) - F&3) + c(log 4)-l {R,(a) - Rz@)] 2’-1,2. (5.37) 
Proof. First suppose (5.13) holds, and assume OL < t < /3. We then have 
F,‘(t) = d?,(t) + exp(P/2) G(t){&‘(t) + t&.(t): 
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(here F,‘(O) means a left-hand derivative). Using (5.1 l), (5.4), and the second 
inequality in (5.3), we get 
0 < R,'(t) + tR,,(t) -< (32'&1/2 m,(t). 
By Lemma 2.6 (with 71 = 0), 
w2 exp(w2/2) G(- 1 u’ 1) C; c / ZL’ I for all real w, 
so 
(5.38) 
F,.'(t) - c(3vu)-li" 1 t , RJf) < d?,(t) -<F,'(t). 
Integrating (5.39) and using (5.9) we get (5.36). 
Now suppose (5.14) holds, and assume 01 < t < fi. We then hare 
FL.‘(t) == -d?,,(t) + exp(t2/2) G(--t){&‘(t) + t&(t)}. 
(5.39) 
Using (5.1 I), (5.5), and the second inequality in (5.3), we get 
0 < I?,'(t) + tR,(t) < (2zw-' N?,(t). 
We apply (5.38) as before, integrate, and use (5.10) to obtain (5.37). Q.E.D. 
The proof of Lemma 5.34 may seem unmotivated in the sense that there is no 
obvious a priori reason for the choice of F,(t). One reason for using F,(t) is, of 
course, the work of $53, 4. &lore simply, one might reason heuristically as 
follows. Since R,(r) is defined as an exponential, it is reasonable to suppose that 
c&(t) should have an approximate antiderivative H,.(t) which involves R,.(t) 
in a simple way. It follows from (5.11) that R,‘(t) is approximately -t&,(t) when 
j t ) 21-l/2 is small, so one might guess that H,(t) should have the form v(t) R,(t), 
where J! is a differentiable function to be determined. Thus the approximations 
CR&) * H,‘(t) = y(t) R,‘(t) 1 y’(t) R,(t) ‘E {-Q(t) -c y(t); R,(t) 
should hold when 1 t 1 =z-~~‘~ is small, and this suggests the differential equation 
y’(t) - ty(t) = c. 
This is easily solved by the standard method of variation of parameter, and the 
solution is found to be 
y(t) = exp(t2/2)tG(t) + El, 
where E is an arbitrary absolute constant. Thus we should take 
H,(t) = exp(t2/2)(G(t) + Ef K,(t). 
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Now by Lemma 2.6, 
exp(P/2) G(t) wc / t 1-l as t--t -a. 
Since G(t) + G(--t) = 1 for all t, it is easy to see that in order to make H,‘(t) 
as close as possible to c&(t), we should choose E = 0 when t .< 0 and E = -1 
when t 2 0. Thus we obtain the desired function F,(t) in Lemma 5.34. 
(5.40) LEMMA. Let c be real, c ), 4. I f  (5.13) holds, then 
s,(p) - S,(a) > F,(B) - FL44 
_ R,(B) o;1’*{(24w1 ‘4)-1 + ~(1 + 3-l’“)) + 3-112~R,(a) ~;l’~ (5.41) 
and 
s,(/?) - s,(a) < F,(B) - F,(a) + 2cR,(/3) ~;l.‘~ - c&.(4 Y?‘~. (5.42) 
If (5.14) holds, then 
S,(P) - S,.(4 > F&4 - Fo(f9 
- R&x) w-~~~{(~~zJ~/~)-~ + c( 1 + (log 4)-l)} 
+ c(log 4)-l R&3) w--1/* (5.43) 
and 
S,(B) - S,(4 <F&4 -Fv(B) 
- c{l + (log 4)-l} R,(fx) w-1/2 - c(log 4)-l R,(B) u-1’2. (5.44) 
Proof. First suppose (5.13) holds. We combine (5.32) and (5.36) to estimate 
cJ,,(~r, p) from above and below. We then insert these estimates into (5.20). (5.42) 
follows immediately. To obtain (5.41), we combine the factor 1 / 12w, only with 
F&?) and recall that R,,(p) > R,,(or) (see (5.9)). We get 
S&3) - S&l) > F&3)(1 - lr’12@,) - F&X) - 3-l”c{R&3) - R&X)} .$2 
- CR,(p) wu,lf2. 
Considering derivatives and using (5.38) we see that 
exp(t2/2) G(-- t I> < l/2 for all real t, 
soF,@) < (l/2) R&I). Since w, > w112 by (5.15) and (5.13), 
F&3)( 12aJ1 < R&3) ~;~‘~(24&‘~)+, 
and (5.41) follows. 
(5.45) 
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Now suppose (5.14) holds. We combine (5.33), (5.37), and (5.21). (5.44) 
follows at once, and (5.43) is obtained as before by using (5.45). Q.E.D. 
In order to estimate S&3) rather than S,,(p) -- S,(a), we need two auxiliar! 
results. 
(5.46) LEMMA. Let v >, 4, &“(- 1 + Z’ m’) < /3 < -22v-“a. Then 
(2n)-ii2 (ZqB/Z’) R,(p) ZZ1 ‘“( 1 - 1 i 1 2Z*B) < I!?,@) 
< (277-l ‘? 1 p l-1 (ZqU~)'~" R&3). 
Proof. Let n == [zb], so n > I. Then 
It follows from (2.5) and (2.4) that 
C(ZI~/ZI) h,(n + l)(l - 1/12v,J < S&3) < c / B 1-l @h,,(n). 
Since 1 < n 6 us < n + 1 < r - 1, it follows from (5.26) (5.27) and (2.4) 
that 
h,(n) :g h,(z,) = R&/3) ~1;“’ < h,,(n + 1), 
and the desired inequalities for S&3) follow. 
The lower bound in Lemma 5.46 can be improved somewhat by a similar but 
more elaborate proof, provided 1 /l 1 is not too small. For details, see [22, Lemma 
4.61; cf. also 56 below. 
(5.47) LEMMA. Let F > 4, p >J zp1!2. Then 
(2&l’” (zj’zij) I?,@) z$“‘(l - 13/12[a,]) < 1 - &J/3) 
< (277-l” p-l(ua/z~)“” R&l). 
Proof. Let n = [z+] + 1, so n > zj 3 z’ + I. Then 
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It follows from (2.5) and (2.4) that 
c hlv+ 1 ( ) hv(n - 1) (1 - &) < 1 - S&3) < c/3-iv-%,h,(n). 
Since 4 < v < n - 1 < q < n, it follows from (5.26), (5.27), and (2.4) that 
h,(n - 1) >, h&3) = w4 q2 >, h,(n), 
and we get the desired inequalities for 1 - S&3) since ([vs] + 1))’ 3 
vi’(l - [v&i). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. We shall need the following immediate consequence 
of Lemma 2.6: 
c 1 cd I-‘(1 - I a I-“) R&Y) <F&x) < c I a: I-‘R&r) for 01 >, -N2, 01 # 0. 
(5.48) 
Let v > 10,2/3 < E < 1 - v-lj2, and a. = ---EzN~ < /? < 0, so v, = v(l - c). 
Using the lower bound for S,(a) given by Lemma 5.46 and applying the upper 
bound in (5.48) we get 
where 
S,(a) - F,(a) + 3-“%R,(or) vy2 > CR&) Tp?f(E), (5.49) 
f(c) = E(1 - E) - r/12v + 3-i/% - (1 - +a. 
It is easy to see that f’(c) > 0 on the interval [2/3, 1) (consider separately the 
intervals [2/3, 3/4), [3/4, 1)). H ence f(e) > f(2/3) > 0, the left-hand side of 
(5.49) is positive, and (5.41) yields 
S&3) > F&3) - R&3) ~;~‘~((24v”‘)-~ + c(1 + 3-1’2)} 
> F&3) - 0.66&@) v;l’? 
This proves half of (1.9). To obtain the other half, we again take OL = ---Ev~/~, 
use the upper bound for SV(ol) g iven by Lemma 5.46, apply the lower bound of 
(5.48) and note that 1 - 1 01 I-2 > 3/4. We get 
S,(a) - F,(a) - CR&) vy2 < CR&Y) v,l’2r1(l - E - (3/4)(1 - #‘2} < 0, 
so that (5.42) yields 
S”(P) < F&3) + 2cR,@) vf2 < F&?) + 0.8(1 - +1’2 R&3) v-1’2, 
as desired. 
We now prove (I. 10) with /3 replaced by 01 (f or notational convenience). Thus 
we assume that v >, 10 and 0 < cr. < v1i2 = p, so zl, = 2v. Write 
1 - St&) = 1 - xm + &(P) - S&). 
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We combine this identity with (5.43), th en use the lower bound for 1 - S,(p) 
given by Lemma 5.47 and the upper bound for F,(p) given by (5.48). It follows 
that 
I - &(a) > F&x) - R,(a) ~-~/~{(24n~‘~)-~ + ~(1 + (1% 4)-l)]. 
A careful computation shows that the quantity in braces is less than 0.7, and 
half of (1.10) is proved. The other half can be proved in a similar way. Q.E.D. 
As we remarked in $1, Theorem 1.8 gives essentially the best possible conti- 
nuous approximations to S&l). T o see this, note that when 7~s = n is a positive 
integer and /3 - 01 is small and positive, Lemma 2.3 shows that 
S,(p) - Sv(a) = e-?P/n! > ch,(n)(l - 1/12n) 
= cR,(#3) $‘*(l - 1/12a,). 
From this, it follows easily that if H&3) . IS any real-valued function which is 
continuous in /3 for each fixed large z, and 0 < /3 < zJ!s, then 1 S&9) - H,(fi)j 
has the same order of magnitude as R,(p) V- i/s f or many values of /3 such that 
0 < /3 = o(rN2). A similar remark applies to the case /? < 0, and the same method 
shows that the factor (1 - •)-l/~ in (1.9) is necessary when E is near 1 - v-1/z. 
We omit the simple indirect proofs. 
The upper bounds stated in Lemmas 5.46 and 5.47 are quite precise (cf. 
Theorem 1.11). In fact, if a 3 10, 2/3 < E < 1 -- V-~/~, and --e~rr/~ < p < 
-(1 - l )1&P, then the upper bound for S&3) given by Lemma 5.46 is a little 
better than that given by (1.9), while if VJ 3 10 and N6 < /I < 211’s, the upper 
bound for 1 - S,@) given by Lemma 5.47 is a little better than that given by 
(1.10). The proofs are tedious but not difficult, and we omit them. It should be 
noted that Delange [7, pp. 198, 2091 obtained upper bounds similar to (but 
weaker than) those stated in Lemmas 5.46 and 5.47. He did not give lower 
bounds of the same type. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 .I 1 
In this section, w and x always denote finite complex numbers. For each 
positive integer n, define G,(z) and T,(z) by the equations 
(6.2) 
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and let G,(O) = 0. Write 
J=(w:)wl <l and Iwel-U’/ <I}, 
K = {w: ] w 1 3 1 and 1 wel-r I d l}, 
d,(z) = inf{\ w - z /: w EJ}, 
and define d&) similarly. 
(6.3) THEOREM. Let UO(z), U,(z),... be the sequence of holomurphic fun&&s 
on (z: z # l> determined recursively by the formulas U,(Z) = ~(1 - z)-‘, 
U,+,(z) = z(z - 1)-l U,‘(z) for k = 0, 1, 2,... . Let n, h be any positive integers, 
and let 6, E be any real numbers such that 0 < 8 < 1 and 6n-l12 < z < 1. Then 
fw all z satisfying dK(z) >, E, we have 
k-l 
where 
G,,(z) = C n-MU&) + n-kA,,k(z), 
I=0 
1 An,k(Z)( < 14 * 2k3+3%-14-3~-1. 
Furthermore, for all z satisfying d,(z) > l , we have 
k-l 
where 
T,(z) = - c ?Z-‘u,(Z) + @A;,@), 
7-O 
( Lgk(Z)( < 14 * 2k”+3%4--2~--1. 
This theorem is due to Buckholtz [l], who gave a rather simple proof which 
requires only a weak form of Stirling’s formula and Cauchy’s estimate for the 
derivative of a holomorphic function. Actually, Buckholtz stated and derived a 
slightly less precise version of Theorem 6.3 (he took 0 < 6 = E < 1). To get 
the present version (which yields better error terms in the applications below), 
the only change needed in his proof is to note that under our hypotheses, the 
inequality [ G,‘(z)/ < 2en1i2& on p. 566 of [I] implies [ G,‘(z)1 < 2e&l. 
It is interesting to say more about the functions U,(Z) defined in Theorem 6.3. 
(6.4) LEMMA. Fw h = 1, 2 ,... and z f  1, we have 
u,(Z) = (-l)k+’ Qk(Z)(Z - l)-2k-1, 
where Qk(z) is of the form 
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with each a,.,(1 < m < k) a positive integer. In particular, Q1(z) = z, and fur 
k 32, 
Q&4 = (2k - 1) zQk-@) - 4~ - 1) Qh-d.4, 
so that 
QJI) = 1 3 . 5 ... (2k -- 1) (k > I). 
For k > 2, we have 
aksk = k!, 
a k.m = (2k - 4 ak-l.m-l + mak-l.m for 2<m<k- I, 
a,,, = 1. 
This lemma is easily proved by induction. The first sentence of it was stated 
by Buckholtz [l], and the recursive formulas for Qk(z) and a,,, were given by 
Carlitz [3], who also obtained a formula for ak,,, in terms of a sum involving 
binomial coefficients and Stirling numbers of the second kind. 
Theorem 6.3 leads to interesting results on 5’&?) provided /3 is not too close 
to 0. In the next theorem, v, and Q(t) are defined as usual by (1.1) and (1.3). 
(6.5) THEOREM. Let B, = l/6, B, = -l/30, B, = l/42,... be the Bernoulli 
numbers in the even @ix notation (see [17, p. 1831). Let v, /3 be real with v  > 4, 
and write n = [ve]. I f  -vl/* + v-l/* < /3 < -1, then for any integers k > 0, 
13 1, wehave 
&(P> = cw- l/2 eEkh3) 1-y uT(+) 
( r=O n'+ll* 
+ 01 (&iF + (v r;;z+l )I! 
(6.6) 
where 
Ek(v> 8) = vQ@-l- l> - il (zy- I;;~, n2~-1 + Ok (A). (6.7) 
On the other hand, if p 3 1, then for any integers k > 0, 1 > 1, we have 
1 - S,(P) = (257Y eEk(“nE) C 1 
‘-’ U,(v/n) 
nr+1,2 + 0~ ( (n ~~,~,1 ) . 
I 
w3) 
r=0 
Proof. From (6.2) and (6.1) we get 
S&3) = (e-%P/n!) T,(v/n), (6.9) 
1 - S&3) = (e-YP/n!) G,(v/n). (6.10) 
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By Stirling’s asymptotic expansion for n! (see [17, p. 529]), 
e-vvn/n! = p4-1’2 eEt(d (k = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
Supposev>,4and-v1~2+v-1~2~j3~-l,sov>n>1and 
(6.11) 
v - n > ( p 1 ?w > d/2. (6.12) 
Choose 8 = 1, c = min{l, n-i(v - n)>. W e can then apply the second conclusion 
of Theorem 6.3 with z = v/n, since d,(v/n) = n-l(v - n) > &I2 by (6.12). 
We get 
Z-1 
Tn(v/n) = -c n-'U,(v/n) + O&z-k-21-1) (6.13) 
9-O 
for I = 1,2,... . Considering separately the cases v < 272, v > 2n, and combining 
(6.9),(6.11), and (6.13), we get (6.6). 
Now suppose v>4 and /3>1, so v/n<l. If w==x+z” is in the set 
K(x, y real), then er+! < 1 w 1-l < 1, so x >, 1. Hence d,(v/n) = n-l(n - v). 
But 
n - v > /w/2 - 1 > (l/2) @r/2, (6.14) 
so 
(n - v)” > (l/4) ,k?‘v > (l/6 + P/12) v 3 (1/6)(v + fivll”) > n/6. 
Thus we can apply the first conclusion of Theorem 6.3 with z = v/n, 6 = 6-l/2, 
6 = n-l(n - v). Combining the result with (6.10) and (6.1 l), we get (6.8). 
Q.E.D. 
The following lemma helps to clarify the significance of Theorem 6.5: 
(6.15) LEMMA. Let v, #? be real with v > 4, and write n = [Q]. rf -vl/* + 
v-lj2 < /3 < -1, then for each integer Y >, 0, there exist positive numbers C, , D, 
(depadiv only on Y) such that 
Co 1 f3 (-1(ve/v)-1~2 < &I2 1 Uo(v/n)l < Do ( /3 I-‘(ve/v)-““, 
C, ( /3 l-2r-1(vB/v)1~2 < n-r-l/2 ( U,(v/n)l < D, 1 p 1-2r-‘(ve/v)1/2 
for r = I, 2 ,,.., and for I = 1, 2 ,..., we have 
n -1-l/2 + n!+1f2(e, _ n)-21-1 = q2)p/2 + 1 p y-1(vB/4~+1/2)~ 
On the other hand, if fl >, I, then for each integer Y > 0, there exist positive numbers 
M, , N, (depending only ott Y) such that 
MJ-2’-‘(v&)‘-1~2 ,< n-r-l/2 1 U&/n)/ < NTj3-2’-‘(vB/v)‘-1/2, 
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Proof. Referring to Lemma 6.4, we note the obvious estimates 
z <Q&4 <Qr(I)z (0 < z < 1; Y = 1, 2,...), 
y!z’<Q&) <Qr(l)zF (z > 1; Y  = 1, 2,...). 
Under the present hypotheses (whether fi is positive or negative), we have 
and the conclusions follow from Lemma 6.4 after some easy calculations. Q.E.D. 
Suppose, for example, that (-l/2) v112 < j3 < - 1 or 1 <p ,< vile (so 
v < va << v). Then Lemma 6.15 shows that the quantities in braces in (6.6) and 
(6.8) behave like asymptotic expansions in negative powers of ( /3 1, provided 
1 ,3 / + + co (and e + -+ co). If we take k = [Z/2] in Theorem 6.5, it is easy to 
see that we then get an approximation to S&3) (respectively 1 - S&3)) having 
an error of the form O,(R&3) ( /3 !-2’-1). If I/3 j 3 vE f or some fixed E > 0, and if 
v and 1 are sufficiently large, it follows that Theorem 6.5 yields a more precise 
approximation to S,(p) than Theorem 1.8. Of course, the implied constant in the 
error term is exceedingly large (cf. Theorem 6.3). The chief drawback to 
Theorem 6.5, however, is its complexity when R and I are large. If we take k = 0 
and 1 = 1, we can obtain the simplified version stated as Theorem 1.11. 
Proof of Theorem 1.11. We assume v 2 4 and p > -vl:” + v-II2 through- 
out. Write n = [v~], so n 3 1. By Taylor’s theorem, if CI > - 1 and 6 > - I, 
then 
Q(6) = Q(a) + (a - b) I%(1 + a) - itr”:; t 
where 6 is between a and 6. Taking b = nv-’ - I, a = vev-’ - 1 
and noting that 
n 3 42, (6.16) 
we see that (6.7) (with k = 0) yields 
exp &,(ej, 8) = R,(@(v,/v)“~-” 11 + O(V~‘)}. (6.17) 
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In order to apply Theorem 6.5, we need three more estimates. First, it follows 
from (6.16) that 
n-1/2 = @a{1 + zJ,‘(?r - VB)}-i’s = @2{1 + O&l)}. (6.18) 
Second, we have 
o(n - w)-1 = b(WS - 0 + n - w&l = w(~w’l”)-‘(1 + (flwll’)-‘(n - w&-l 
= /I-‘a”“(1 + O( ( p (-lw-i/2)} if \/3\>,1. (6.19) 
FinaIly, (6.12) and (6.14) yield (rr - w)” > p *w whenever I/? j > 1, and applying 
the inequality (x + y)* < 2(x2 + y2), we get 
dw-yn - ?I)-” < /3--“(W8/W)” = /3-y 1 + 1921-i/2)2 
< p-2 + w-l for \/3I>l. (6.20) 
Suppose now that p < - 1. Take k = 0,l = 1 in (6.6) and recall that U,(z) = 
~(1 - z)-l (see Theorem 6.3). Combining (6.18), (6.19), (6.16) and (6.20) we 
obtain 
-n-l’WO(w/fz) + O(n-3’2 + nyo - n)-3) 
= n-1’2w(w - q-1 (1 + O((w - n) z1-%2-l f n%-‘(n - z$“)} 
= ) p 1-l (w~/w)-“” (1 + o(g” + wgi)}. 
From this result and (6.17), we immediately obtain (1.12). 
When /3 > 1, (1.13) can be obtained in the same way from (6.8), and the proof 
of Theorem 1.11 is finished. 
If 0 < E < 1, -•E < x < 1, and DL is absolutely bounded, then by Taylor’s 
theorem, 
(I + xp = I + ccc + O&2). 
Taking x = /Jw-~/~, we get an estimate for (w~/w)~~-[~@~-~/~. Combining this with 
(1.12) and using (5.46), we find that whenever w >, 4, 0 < E < 1 - w-li2, and 
-•Ewl/2 <p < -1, 
S&3) - F&q = -(2+1/s R&3) w-yw,, - [WB] -- l/2) 
+ ww%I B I 21-l + I B I-% (6.21) 
Likewise, if w > 4 and 1 < fi < w112, we get 
1 - S&3) -F&l) = (2+1/s R&3) w-“2(wB - [WJ - l/2) 
-k ~(~,tF3)w1 + P-“1). (6.22) 
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These formulas show clearly that if f(v) is a positive function tending to 0 as 
z1-+ + co, and if v116/“(v) < ( /3 1 < o’l’f(o), then the constant factors in (1.9) 
and (1 .lO) cannot be replaced by constants less than (1/2)(2~r-ii2 - 0.199. We 
have already observed (cf. (1.15) and (1.17)) that for /3 == 0, the constant factors 
in (1.9) and (1.10) cannot be replaced by constants less than (2/3)(2~)-mt/~ = 
0.266. 
In conclusion, we observe that Wang [37] h as shown how to extend Buckholtz’s 
work so as to obtain an asymptotic expansion for G,(X) which holds uniformly 
for 6 < s < 1, where 6 > 0 is fixed (cf. Theorem 6.3 above, where z must not 
be too close to 1). Unfortunately, Wang’s result is extremely complicated, being 
stated in terms of the parabolic cylinder function and infinite series of analytic 
functions which are defined in an involved way. In our application of Buckholtz’s 
result to the proof of Theorem 6.5, we needed an expansion for G,(u/n) when 
n = [q], and here v/n is close to 1 only if p is relatively close to 0. In this case, 
we already had good estimates for S@) (cf. Theorem 1.8 and Delange’s formula 
(1.17), which can be extended to a complete asymptotic expansion). Hence it 
seemed more reasonable to avoid Wang’s theorem and use Buckholtz’s result, 
which is much simpler to state and prove. 
Note added in proof. Some additional references should be mentioned. P. van Beek 
(An application of Fourier methods to the problem of sharpening the Berry-Esseen 
inequality, Z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie und Verw. Gebiete 23 (1972), 187-196) has 
improved somewhat the estimate of Zolotarev mentioned after (1.16). H. Makebe and 
H. Morimura (A normal approximatron to Poisson distributron, Rep. Statist. Appl. Res. 
Un. Japan. Sci. Engrs. 4 (1955), 37-46) have improved slightly the result of Cheng 
mentioned after (I. 17). D. L. Jagerman (Some properties of the Erlang loss function, 
Bell System Tech. /. 53 (1974), 525-551) deduces a large number of identities and estimates 
for a function related to our S&9). His Theorem 13 gives an asymptotic expansion like 
that of Buckholtz for the function T,(z) (defined by (6.2) above), but only for z > 1. 
Also, Jagerman’s Theorem 14 can be used to obtain an asymptotrc expansion for S,(b) 
when B IS fixed and z, rs large. 
Several books give further mformatron. F. A. Haight (“Handbook of the Poisson 
Distribution,” John Wiley, N ew York, 1967) grves an extensive discussion of properties 
of the Poisson distributton and includes many references as well as remarks on tables 
and applications. W. Molenaar (“Approxrmations to the Poisson, Binomial, and Hyper- 
geometric Distribution Functions, ” Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam, 1970; Chap. 2) 
shows how to approxrmate S,(p) by functions of the form G( f (e), fi)), where G is defined 
by (1.6) above and f(v, p) IS determined in various ways. N. L. Johnson and S. Katz 
(“Discrete Distributions,” Houghton Mifflm, Boston, 1969; Chap. 4) discuss many 
properties of the Poisson distribution and grve references. 
None of these authors mentions a result like our Theorem 1.8, and only Jagerman 
has a theorem related to our Theorem 1.11. 
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